2019 MCLAREN 600LT Spider
Mauvine Blue with Black Alcantara
£SOLD
Mileage

285 miles

Engine Capacity

3994cc

Body Style

Convertible

Fuel

Petrol

Transmission

Semi-automatic

Chassis No.

007845

A UK supplied example that’s only covered 285 miles from new and benefits from a huge specification including MSO defined
options.
Finished in a stunning colour combination and delivered new with factory options that include; non-standard paint finish, air
conditioning, luxury pack that includes power sports seats with 8-way adjust along with the heated and memory option,
comfort entry and exit, power adjust steering column with reach and rake, Bowers & Wilkins 12-speaker audio system, softclose doors and McLaren branded floor mat set. ‘Exterior carbon pack 1’ that includes; gloss carbon finish to extended side
intakes and door mirror casings. ‘Exterior carbon pack 2’ that includes; gloss carbon fibre finish to front splitter with
integrated twin endplates, side skirts with aero winglets, rear bumper with integratedÂ full width diffuser, rear bumper aero
fins and rear spoiler. ‘Security pack’ that includes; vehicle lift, rear view camera, 4 x front and 4 x rear parking sensors and car
cover. McLaren Alcantara carbon black & Graphite interior trim, carbon fibre interior upgrade, carbon fibre sill finishers, MSO
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defined seat belts, carbon black Alcantara steering wheel, Orange Alcantara 12 o’clock steering wheel marking, cabin
stowage, McLaren track telemetry app., MSO Carbon fibre front louvred wheel arches, McLaren Ultra Lightweight 10-spoke
DiamondÂ cut alloy wheels with Pirelli P Zero Trofeo tyres, Orange ceramic brake calipers, volumetric alarm and vehicle
tracking system. In total, the car cost over Â£257,000 new.
Presented in ‘as new’ condition throughout and complete with its original books including the service/warranty supplement,
spare key and history file.
Represents amazing value for money!
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